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Shish Tawouk
The best way to use our BEYroots Chicken
Shish Tawouk marinade is with chicken breast
but it can just as easily be used with boneless
skinless chicken thighs.
From our experience, 500ml of our marinade
is enough for 5kg of chicken. So for 500g
of chicken you would be looking to use
between 50-100ml!

We recommend the following method:
1.
prepare your chicken! We recommend thin strips or cubes.
2.
Mix your chicken with the chosen amount of marinade in a sealable
Tupperware.
3.
Leave in your fridge to marinade for 12-24hours.
4.
Time to cook - We recommend using a griddle pan. If you don’t have access
to one then wrap in foil and oven cook at 180°C Fan for 15 Mins, then
unwrap and finish on the grill setting for 5 mins!
Then end result should be some tasty crispy Lebanese chicken that you can have
with in a wrap, with rice or on top of a salad! If you have it in a wrap, it’s best
served with lettuce, pickles and tomatoes dress with a garlic and chilli Sauce.

Shish Lahme

The best way to use our BEYroots Shish
Lahme marinade is with Lamb shoulder or
leg. Ideally this meat would be off the bone
as we will be grilling it in a similar way to
the Chicken! This marinade can be used with
beef if you wish, diced rump steak for
example. Best place to buy your lamb is from
a butcher, ask for cube diced shoulder meat
for the most tender cut.
From our experience, 500ml of our marinade
is enough for 5kg of Lamb. So for 500g of
lamb you would be looking to use between
50-100ml!

We recommend the following method:
1.
prepare your Lamb! We recommend thin strips or cubes.
2.
Mix your Lamb with the chosen amount of marinade in a sealable
Tupperware.
3.
Leave in your fridge to marinade for 12-24hours.
4.
Time to cook - We recommend using a griddle pan. If you don’t have access
to one then wrap in foil and oven cook at 180°C Fan for 15 Mins, then
unwrap and finish on the grill setting for 5 mins! These times can vary
depending on how you like your meat, we recommend medium-well!
Then end result should be some amazingly succulent Lebanese Lamb, best served
alongside a healthy serving of Tabouleh salad and a dollop of hummus!

Halloumi
We believe that Grilling Halloumi is always a
contender for the best way to eat cheese. So
we want you to do it too!
This is barely a recipe as it’s such a simple thing to
do - The HAlloumi pack which is included in your
hamper (vegetarian option) has been sliced from a
very large slab of incredible Cypriot halloumi.
It’s then been soaked in olive oil, sumac and mint
and delivered to you.
pre heat a large frying pan on high heat. To test - drops of water should
instantly evaporate if flicked at the surface. Add a tiny drop of oil to
lubricate the pan. You won’t need much due to the olive oil coating
mentioned above!
place each slice of halloumi onto the pan and fry for 1 - 1.5 minutes each side
until golden brown. then place each slice onto kitchen roll to absorb any
excess grease!
In our opinion the best way to serve halloumi is in on top of a fattoush salad
with a sprinkling of zaatar!

Falafel

our falafel has been described by the London
masses as the best they have ever tasted. Now its
time for you to give it a go.
This recipe will make quite a lot of falafel so if you choose to scale it down
you can exactly half the recipe - if not then once the balls are rolled they can
be frozen and fried from semi defrosted. What you will need:
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃

one pack of Dried Chick peas (Included)
BEYroots Spice pack (Included)
3 tbsp Sesame Seeds (Included)
2 tsp Bicarbonate of soda
1 White onion (pealed and chopped into quarters)
Half a bunch of Spring onion (ends chopped off)
4 Cloves of Garlic
Deep Frying pan and vegetable frying oil

None of our recipes are super exact but if you follow these steps
you’ll be on the way to some tasty vegan friendly feeding. The steps
below are based on an average home food processor (around about 2L
capacity - a few extra ML here and there isn’t the end of the world).

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

Soak the contents of one of your dried chick pea packs over night in
cold water. You are looking for a 2:1 ratio of water to dried chick peas.
You will notice that the chick peas have doubled in size! Drain the water
and spread your chick peas across a tea towel for half an hour to get
as much moisture off them as possible.
place the garlic, white onion and spring onion into the processor along
with the entirety of the spice mix and a small handful of chick peas.
whisk for around 20 seconds or so until the ingredients turn into a
smooth dark coloured paste.
place the remainder of the chick peas into the food processor with the
paste and blend all until the colour is uniform throughout the entire
mix. You may need to stop the processor periodically to push the mixture
around with a spatula to ensure even mixing/blending.

remove all of the mixture into a large mixing bowl and mix in the
sesame seeds and Bicarbonate of Soda.
Siphon mixture into a container that you can fit in your fridge and leave
in there to chill for an hour.
preheat oil in a deep pan to 190°C
roll mixture into golf ball sized balls and carefully place into pan to
deep fry. remove when the balls are golden brown in colour. place
onto a plate lined with kitchen roll to absorb any excess oil.
Time to serve, they are great to dip into Hummus or with a Fattoush or
Tabbouli salad!

Hummus
Hummus is always a hotly contested topic. We like it simple, chunky
and garlicky. Here’s how we do it:
⁃
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one pack of Dried Chick peas (Included)
1.5 tbsp Salt
Jar of Tahini (appx 300gr) (Included)
4 Cloves of Garlic
Ice / very cold water (appx 200ml) but good to have a jug full at
the ready.
Juice of 1.5 Lemons
150ml olive oil

As with our falafel our hummus recipe isn’t super exact but if you follow
these steps you’ll be on the way to some tasty homemade hummus. The
steps below are based on an average home food processor (around about
2L capacity - a few extra ML here and there isn’t the end of the world).
The recipe will create about 2L of hummus so if you want to scale down
the amount that is made, the recipe can be halved and excess boiled chick
pease can be frozen for another time.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

Soak the contents of one of your dried chick pea packs
over night in cold water. You are looking for a 2:1 ratio of
water to dried chick peas.
You will notice that the chick peas have doubled in size!
Drain the water and put the chickpeas on to boil in a big
sauce pan with plenty of boiling water. This process kicks
up a lot of starch which will sit at the top. You will need
to periodically remove with with a ladle or similar.
Boiling takes around 30-45 mins but the best test is to take a
chick pea out and it should go mushy in your fingers with
very little pressure. Drain and set aside to cool down
(pouring cold water over them in a colander works well.

once chick peas are fully cooled - place the garlic, olive
oil, lemon juice, salt and a handful of chick peas into the
mixer and blend until combined.
place the remainder of the chick peas into the food
processor and gradually add the ice water intermittently
when the mixture stops spinning.
once most of the lumps are gone, gradually at the tahini
paste until fully combined.
Dip in.

Fattoush
Fattoush is an incredible
chunky salad - It provides you
with the best combination of
sweetness and a sharp citrus
tang to keep your taste buds
guessing.
Topped off with a crunch
from the fried bread. Here’s
what you will need:

⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃

3 Bell peppers
5-7 Salad tomatoes, depending on size
1 Cucumber
1 Tbsp Dried mint or 8-10 Mint leaves
romaine / Cos Lettuce
BEYroots Fattoush Dressing (Included)
Lebanese Khobez Flatbread (Included)
Sumac (included)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Wash all your salad vegetables and leave to dry before cutting - the
key to not having a mushy salad is to remove any excess moisture.
Gut your peppers and cut down to cubes around the size of a 2
pence piece.
prepare the tomatoes in a similar way to the peppers, cut in half and
each half should render 4-6 cubed cuts depending on their size.
Cut your cucumber in half down the middle, in half again on each
and then section into chunky cubes. Again, similar sizes to the above.
As for the Lettuce, we are looking for strips about 3 inches in
length. Best way to do this is to cut off the butt, slice three times
vertically, then cut horizontally at 1 inch intervals.
If you get fresh mint, remove the stems and finely cut the leaves.
Grab a big mixing salad bowl, add the pepper and cucumbers on the
bottom, followed by the lettuce and then the tomatoes and mint.
Drizzle all the dressing on top and mix until all combined.
Sprinkle a teaspoon’s worth of sumac on top of the salad.

Extra bits:
You can chose to add some fried flatbread to the top of the salad. This wont keep well in
the fridge so if you don’t finish the salad in one sitting, ensure there isn’t any remaining
bread in there as it will just go soggy.
1.
2.
3.

Cut the bread into 2 pence piece sized squares and deep fry until golden brown.
Leave to cool on kitchen roll or an airing rack to reduce/absorb grease.
Sprinkle on top of the salad when serving.

A healthier alternative is to toast the bread in the oven until it is very crunchy and then
break up and spread onto the salad!

Tabouleh

Tabouleh is a punchy zesty summer salad - perfect when on the side of any
meat as it really cuts through any heaviness! What you will need:
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃

3 Bunches of Flat leaf parsley
8 tomatoes
2 medium to large white onions
BEYroots Tabouleh Dressing (included)
Course Bulgur Wheat (included in hamper)

Here’s a picture of our Tabouleh salad based in our Shish Lahme Wrap!

1.

2.
3.
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5.
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7.

Wash all your salad vegetables and leave to dry before cutting the key to not having a mushy salad is to remove any excess
moisture.
Soak the 100g of bulgar wheat in 100ml of warm water and leave
while you prepare the rest of the ingredients.
remove as many stems from the flat leaf parsley as you can before
you get fed up of doing so. Then finely chop the parsley leaves and
remaining stems.
prepare the tomatoes in a similar way to the Fattoush but you want
the prices to be almost a third of the size that they were for the
Fattoush, cut in half and each half should render 10-12 cubes. Be
sure to drain any excess liquid from the chopping board before
mixing.
Cut your onions as finely as you possibly can.
Grab a big mixing salad bowl, add salad ingredients in any order.
Then drain any excess water from the bulgur wheat soak and
sprinkle evenly across all other ingredients in the bowl.
Drizzle all of the Tabouleh dressing on top and mix until all
combined.

Ingredients list
Shish Tawouk Marinade:
Garlic, vegetable oil, olive oil, lemon juice, salt, white pepper, paprika,
ground ginger, black pepper, dried thyme, tomato puree.
Shish lahme Marinade:
Garlic, vegetable oil, olive oil, lemon juice, salt, white pepper, ground
cumin, ground coriander, ground All spice, black pepper, ground
Cinnamon.
Tabouleh Dressing:
Dried Mint, Salt, Lemon juice, olive oil, ground cumin.
Fattoush Dressing:
pomegranate molasses, sugar, salt, lemon juice, sumac, olive oil, garlic.

Tips for Cooking
Khobez Flatbread
The flatbread is baked fresh by our bakers on the day that it is delivered to you, however we are
fully aware that you might not use it when it is at its freshest!
the best way to rejuvenate the bread before using is to generously spinkle cold water on the top
and bottom of the bread and put into a preheated (180°C Fan) oven with a baking sheet for 1 - 2
minutes.
The Best time to do this is Just before you intend to use the bread. For best results, use bread
within 3-4 days of receiving!

Storage of items
Marinades and Dressings
All Dressings and Marinades need to be refrigerated. The contents of the jars/dressing bottles you
receive from us are exactly what we use in our vans during food service events!
We have given them a 2 week expiry date as this is the life cycle of the items based on our 3 years
of use and testing. We do not put preservatives in our products and cannot guarantee the life of
these marinades and dressings if kept in the cupboard.
All other ingredients.
All other included ingredients within your hamper are perfectly fine to be dry stored in the
cupboard for up to 4 months at ambient room temperature.

The Chart below provides guidance on which of the 14 food allergens may be present in your dish should you prepare
it by following the method we have provided you with - for more information on these allergens please visit the
Food standard agency website or feel free to get in touch with us!

